Clean Power Alliance concluded 2023 ranked as the number one green power provider in the nation by the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). This prestigious designation reflects the strides that CPA has made toward growing the adoption of clean energy use throughout Southern California and providing avenues for communities and customers to participate.

In our first year appearing in the report, CPA ranked number one in green power sales, with a total of 3,570,040 megawatt hours (MWh). The NREL report also cited CPA, the largest CCA in California, with serving the largest number of green power customers in the United States with 881,572 customers.

Additionally, 88% of CPA customers received more renewable energy than mandated by California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard requirements in 2022. Renewable energy sales and customers are growing in 2024 as CPA welcomed Hermosa Beach, Monrovia, and Santa Paula to CPA service in March, each of which has selected 100% Green Power as its preferred energy option.

Demand to address the impact of climate change continues to expand. In October 2023, the cities of Alhambra (100% Green Power) and Paramount (Clean Power) increased the levels of renewable energy to serve their residents and businesses as part of a preferred energy option change and Los Angeles County continued its phased transition to 100% Green when commercial customers went on the energy option.

Collectively, CPA customers have helped avoid 10.3 billion pounds of harmful greenhouse gas emissions since 2018 by selecting clean energy options.

Clean Power Alliance is being recognized as the nation’s leading green power provider amongst all utilities. This is a testament to the trust our customers have put in us to provide them with cleaner energy options at competitive rates. I’m incredibly proud of how far CPA has come in its mission to address the impacts of climate change and provide the communities we serve with avenues to meet their clean air goals and to improve the health and wellbeing of their residents.”

—Dr. Julian A. Gold, former Chair CPA Board of Directors and Mayor of Beverly Hills

CPA Environmental Leadership Efforts Highlighted by National Ranking

Expanded the Power Share program to serve an additional 1,400 income-qualified customers

Contributed $1.53M to expand electric vehicle charging infrastructure in Los Angeles and Ventura counties

CPA was ranked the #1 green power provider in nation by the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Issued nearly $2 billion in prepay green bonds, providing customers $98 million in cost savings

Contracted for a record amount of wind energy to power more than 265k homes starting in 2026

Over 700 jobs are estimated to be created as a result of contracts CPA executed in 2023

Contracted over 825 MW of new energy capacity in 2023 with 1,115 MW of new battery storage capacity, including six local projects

CPA added more than 121k new Green Power customers in 2023

CPA customers have helped avoid over 10.3 billion pounds of GHG emissions since 2018
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